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U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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June 24, 2003 
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was interviewed on) 	 I  and 
at Camp Delta, Guantanamo Bay, CuDa Dy Special Agents 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Naval Criminal 
Investigative Service (NCIS), Immigration and Naturalization 
Service (INS), Joint Terrorism Task Force, and/or 

of the 	 of fcfmn o tnnn)i 

The attached three FD-302s of iJ are being 
forwarded to the DOD, Counterintelligence Task Force (CIJT) for 
review 

of 
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This document contains neither recommendations no: con;lus.:ons of the FBI 	It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency, it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

In Reply. Please Retcr to 

I tle No December 16, 2003 
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On April 1, 20021 	 lwas 

interviewed  in  the Fleet Hospital of Camp X-Ray, Guantanamo Bay, 

Cuba] 	'provided the following information. 
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Tney were taken to the Qalai unangi prison 	Tney 	
6 -3,4 

I  
arrived t the prison! 	 land were put in the basement of b7C -3,4 

one of the buildings 	The basement was very crowded  and guards 
Ib7F 

 -1 

used rifle butts to force prisoners in the room 	 1b7F  -1 
'there was a grenaae explosion in  the  

basement 	Smoke was still coming  un the stairway and! 	Isaw  
a dead Uzbek being carried out l 	 'was also 
one of the prisoners put in the basement I 

The next day, prisoners in the basement were taken 
outside with their hands tied behind their backs. Once in the 
courtyard, the prisoners were but in lines on their knees.  

I 	I 

There were two American looking males in the courtyard talking to 
prisoners I 	'described one of these males as having a fair 
complexion, wearing jeans and carrying a pistol on his right 
side 	The other American looking male had a small automatic 
w a 

	

	lung over his shoulder. The male wearing jeans spoke 
well and was talking to - some of the prisoners 

While in the courtyard, there was an explosion which 
believes was from a grenade The American male wearing 

jeans then ran away from the lines of prisoners. One of the 
prisoners ran after him The American turned and fired his 
pistol shooting the prisoner in the head The guards above 
began firing into the courtyard 	American ran in the 
direction of the building where 	had been held in the 
basement. I 	Isaw several prisoners run after t.)-1P Ame:r7 , ran  

! an ramming him with their bodies 	 was shot!  
and did not see what happened to the American I 	tslowly  
crawled back to the building where he had been held It took a 
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while because his hands were tied behind his back and he had 
gunshot wounds in both legs As he crawled towards the building, 
he saw who he thought was the American lying on the ground. He 
was lying next to an Uzbek and both men were dead The two men 
looked like they died fighting each other because their bodies 
were entangled. 

returned to the basemen: and stayed there for b6 -3,4 
the next five to seven days 	During that time, grenades were 
thrown in the basement, gasoline was poured in the basement and 	

b7C -3,4  

set on fire and water was pumped into the basement. 1 	Iwas b7D -1 

in water up to his shoulders for 24 hours before coming out of 	b7F -1 

the basement 	There were trucks with a white cross that took 
the injured to a hospital for treatment 
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